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DMS Satsanga

“Then isai Thendral” Deva is being felicitated by

CH. Radhakrishna Prasad, General Manager, IOB  

Deva felicitating Trumpet Thomas

Deva felicitating Guitarist Aabu Gabriel

“Super Singers” Priyanka & Sai Sharan

perform at the show
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“Ninaithale Inikkum” a Tamil songs show held on 18th May 2013  
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In the previous issue we covered an instance of how Guruji gave relief to two devotees having 

dreams about a small girl. The girl had died an unnatural death. The spirit of the girl was 

troubling them.

Here we refer to another instance, more notorious in its contours.

The incident happened in Hyderabad and relates to the year 1981. It had slowly become a 

talking point. In Hyderabad, at KundanBagh in Begumpet area, the road leading to Methodist 

Colony slopes down. Next to this slopey part of the road, lies an open ground and there is a 

very old tree proliferating with several branches. At midnight, passers-by on two wheelers 

started facing an unusual threat – being thrown off the vehicle by two ladies dressed in white 

sarees.

At first the passers-by who were victimised did not know how to explain this as the two ladies 

would ‘disappear’ after the happening. It was difficult to correlate the accident to the two 

ladies due to this. But with the number of incidents cumulating, it did seem genuine that two 

spirits – both ladies- would make a nocturnal appearance on that deserted road around 

midnight and wreak havoc on passers-by.

As you would have it, Yadagiri Rao and his wife Jagadeshwari, devotees of Guruji and DMS 

members, had this experience. The last thing they would have dreamt of was being on the hit 

list of the two spirits. Yadagiri Rao was riding back home late that night with his wife in 

pillion. A very disciplined scooterist who drives at a moderate speed, even he got a rude shock 

as he drove down the slope on the road. From nowhere, suddenly two ladies appeared, dressed 

in white sarees and stood right in front and it was impossible to avoid hitting them. Caught 

completely off-guard, he slammed his foot on the brakes. The next thing he and his wife knew 

is the scooter overturned and they were hurled off the scooter on the road. The sound of the 

crash, and the high-pitched scream from both of them might have resonated loudly in the 

neighbourhood but there was no helping hand. They slowly called out to each other and 

helped each other to get up from the road and collect themselves. They examined the vehicle – 

marginally dented but it was motorable. Luckily they were not injured.

Where were the two ladies? The ladies were nowhere to be seen. Was it an illusion? Then what 

made them brake the scooter so hard? Slowly it hit them as they recollected the gossip in the 

neighbourhood about two white-saree clad ghosts. The shock of falling from the scooter was 
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- KAMAKSHI BABA

ALWAYS THE MOTHER WILL FIND BEAUTY EVEN IF HER CHILD IS UGLY.  SHE WILL 

ALWAYS FEEL PLEASURE IN BEARING ANY PAIN DUE TO HER CHILD. ANY MOTHER 

WILL GIVE LOVE EXPECTING NOTHING IN RETURN FROM HER CHILD.



Your donations make a lot of difference to the work we do. DMS urges members 

to send in donations as the funds position needs to be improved considerably.
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nothing compared to the shock of realising they had indeed encountered the ghosts. 

Hurriedly clambering back onto the scooter, they sped away at top gear from the spot to their 

home and sighed a breath of relief only after they hastily bolted the door from inside.

Jagadeshwari had clearly decided for the next day, the top-most item on the agenda –she 

must narrate this uncanny happening to Vimala, wife of S.P.L.Narasimhan, her good friend 

and neighbour. Vimala in turn narrated this to Guruji who was camping in Hyderabad then. 

Guruji got into prayers. After finishing His prayers, He explained to Vimala and 

Jagadeshwari that the two spirits were that of two ladies who had been killed in an accident 

near the tree and their spirits would rest in the branches of the tree. At midnight, they would 

wreak havoc on passers-by. Guruji visited the spot and with His prayers brought the spirits 

under control. He instructed them to stop the menace. Later, He mentioned to these devotees 

that He had given salvation to the two spirits.

After this action of Guruji we are informed that no further incidents were reported and the 

road became very safe.

Of the various miracles of Guruji, if one were to attempt some kind of a classification, this 

would fall under ‘Spirits, black magic and witchcraft’. Several are the instances dealt with 

by Guruji. Guruji also directs the spirits to seek remedies for themselves and spiritual 

enlightenment. In one case He told the spirit to migrate to Varanasi and stay on the banks of 

the Ganga. He asked the spirit to float on the water bed at nights and come to the bank during 

day time. He said at the Ganga at Varanasi several elevated souls and spiritual personalities 

are in deep prayers. They bless and through them the spirit gets salvation.

Holy sindoor from the temple of Lord Hanuman from Sankat Vimochan temple, Varanasi is 

being sent along with the hard copy of Satsanga.
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This is a second case presented by Dr. Geetha Badrinath. The first one was given in the 

previous issue of Satsanga as part of her Feb.19th presentation. 

This case relates to a serious ailment of the eye.

A case of “Glaucoma” was detected in a 8 year old girl child called Ramya. This girl was 

doing badly at school getting low marks. Finally she even refused to go to school. She 

could not see the board or her books. The letters were ‘jumping’ and in addition she had 

severe headache. She was diagnosed to have “Glaucoma” in the government ophthalmic 

hospital and was told that a surgery was required. Dr. Geetha sent the child to an eye 

Hospital. The doctor agreed with the diagnosis about Glaucoma, but said a surgery was not 

required. Some simple drops were prescribed and slowly the eye pressure returned to 

normal. Headaches ceased to occur and vision was restored to normal. Ramya started 

attending school and her performance in school is better than before.

Case Study of a patient at our Centre:

Report from Doctor’s Desk

MANAVA SEVA NEWS FROM ALAMADHI CENTRE
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Special performances by Trumpet Thomas and Aabu gabriel 

A brief PPT on DMS being presented 

to the audience. 

(Vijaya Lakshmi R. She stood school 

  3rd in 12th Std and also scored 200/200 in Maths )

Chief Guest “Deva” addressing the audience
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More Photos on “Ninathale Inikkum” 
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